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Abstract 

There is a gap in the theory of acquisition, little investigation have been made on the acquired 

firm within the acquisition process and in service industries. Because of the lack of research 

in this area, this research is focusing on acquisition theory and how it positions to the acquired 

firm rather than the firm making the acquisition. Therefore a need to investigate the 

acquisition theory on acquired firms on SME: s in the IT-service industry is interesting. To do 

so, three case studies have been made on three firms that have been acquired. The empirical 

results from the case studies have shown how the relationship between the parent company 

and the subsidiary has differences. The company culture and the relationship to the parent 

firm differs if the parent firm is foreign or not; and if the acquisition process is mutual 

between two firms rather than a market extension acquisition.  

By analyzing the data of this research the study show that the previous theories of acquisition 

are adaptable to implement on firms that have been acquired on SME:s in the IT-service 

industry.  
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1.0 Introduction 

The world itself has been more globalized and the distance between countries and continents 

has become smaller (Craig and Douglas, 2005; Bjerke et al., 2005). New ways of 

communication have opened for relationships between people and firms in different countries. 

Firms across the world have taken advantage of the opportunities in a changing world. As the 

world economy becomes increasingly integrated, cross-border mergers will become more 

important (Erel et al., 2012). Depending on the firm and its goals, there are different target 

markets and ways to enter them (Shelton, 1988).  

 

Acquisition of firms makes it possible to expand both nationally and internationally. One third 

of all merges are made between firms in different countries (Erel et al., 2012). There are 

advantages and disadvantages of acquiring another firm, and there is a possibility that the 

acquisition-process can be problematic, and obstacles could occur during the process (March, 

1991). Collaboration and merger with another firm, as well as internationalizing the operation 

to foreign markets can be completed in different ways.  

 

The acquisition strategy opens a possibility to expand their operation in size and cross 

borders. A company that will enter a foreign IT-market by acquisition has the advantage that 

the company already is adapted to the market, and can therefore focus on the work process, 

rather than entry barriers (Eicher and Woo Kang, 2005). With the case of an IT-firm, the 

acquisition could give an advantage towards competitors in the industry; IT-firm assets 

consist of non-tangible assets as the knowledge of the employees and the company culture 

(Mata et al., 1995). By using acquisition the firm obtains and could use that knowledge that 

the acquired firm possesses (Lee and Lieberman, 2010). 

 

1.1 Problem discussion 

Acquisition is a tool that both product and service firms can use in their internationalization 

process or to extend their business on the domestic market (Lee and Lieberman, 2010). For a 

firm that wishes to internationalize their business in a foreign market, acquisition can be the 

right answer, as it gives the company a helping hand by obtaining a firm that already operates 

there (Karim and Mitchell, 2000; Lee and Lieberman, 2010). Acquisition can be chosen if the 

firm wishes to receive new knowledge and skills for their business, and therefore they acquire 

a firm already is operating in the foreign market (Lee and Lieberman, 2010).  
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IT-service firms do not have tangible resources, as manufacturing-companies. Their most 

valuable resources and skills are the knowledge of their employees and their organization 

(Mata et al., 1995; Galbreath, 2005). If the acquisition process is not thoroughly investigated 

by the acquiring firm the acquisition can be costly, as there could be a cultural mismatch 

between the company acquired and the parent company (Hechanova et al., 2003). There is 

also a risk that the acquiring firm has a culture that is successful in its home-market, to which 

they want to force the acquired firm to adapt (Gregersen and Black, 1992). 

 

By using acquisition as an entry mode, the company that was acquired loses control of their 

business and will receive guidelines and goals from their parent company. In exchange for 

economic safety their freedom to operate might become limited, and this could lead to a 

problem for the firm being acquired (Luo et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2001). Many theories 

and constructs of acquisition focus on manufacturing industries rather than service firms 

(Makri et al., 2010). There is also a lack of research concerning the acquisition of service 

firms (Blomstermo and Sharma, 2005; Erramilli, 1991).  

 

The intangible asset of knowledge is a valuable source for firms entering a new market (Makri 

et al., 2010).  Makri et al., (2010) suggest that acquisition is most effectiveness for firms that 

search new knowledge. Research about the acquisition of service firms is a subject interesting, 

because of the increasing importance of services. Research and theories presented so far have 

to a large extent been based on studies of the acquiring firm than the acquired. Although both 

the parent company and the subsidiary will be affected by the acquisition process 

(Malmendier and Tate, 2008). The research and theory of the firm that gets acquired are not 

completed. Together with less research of service firms and studies of the affect on SME IT-

service firms that gets acquired a gap in the theory have ben identified.  
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1.2 Research Questions 

There is a lack of research of IT-service firms and their company culture, and therefore this 

study aims to answer the questions: 

 How does the company culture change for the acquired firm in the acquisition process? 

o If so, in what way? 

 How is the relationship between the parent company and the acquired firm after the 

acquisition process? 

 How does the relationship between being owned by a foreign or a domestic firm differ for the 

acquired firm?  

o If so, in what way? 

 

1.3 Purpose  

The purpose of this report is to investigate the acquisition of acquired SME firms in the IT-

service industry.   
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2.0 Theoretical framework 

2.1 Acquisition 

Acquisition is a well-working way to fill knowledge gaps in a firm (Lee and Lieberman, 

2010). The strategy consist of acquiring of knowledge from firms, a firm taking over another 

to create advantages, if the acquisition is going to succeed there have to be a strategic fit 

between the companies (Shelton, 1988). Acquisition of firms is not always necessary as an 

useful strategy, it needs to be done with a clear strategy of what the firm wants to get out of 

the acquisition.  Firms that extents their business with acquisition tend do so on two purposes, 

either they want to reinforce their main business or they want to extent their business in a new 

direction (Lee and Lieberman, 2010; Karim and Mitchell, 2000; March, 1991). Lee and 

Lieberman, (2010) discuss that depending on the parent company and if the acquisition is in 

line with the main domain or if it differ from the parent company, the acquisition serve 

different purposes. Companies can use the strategy to extend their business to new business 

areas, develop the product portfolio, expanding knowledge (Lee and Lieberman, 2010). 

Acquisition has two purposes, expand knowledge and expand growth (Lee and Lieberman, 

2010; March, 1991). Makri et al., (2010), advocates that high-technological and professional 

service industries have a greater livelihood of exchange of knowledge and technology than 

product manufacturing industries. 

 

To be able to succeed with acquisition the firms have to complement each other to create 

value of the acquisition (Shelton, 1988). Hayward, (2002) points out that the acquisitions 

might not perform well if there is lack of knowledge in the new area. Otherwise acquisition 

can offer knowledge from the new area, if the acquiring firm listen to the acquired firm. To 

gain advantages from acquisition the firm needs to exploit complementarities assets and 

resources within both companies, and share the risk and potential reward (Nocke and Yeaple, 

2007) Shelton, (1988) highlights the importance of a strategic fit between the firms to 

succeed, both companies need to understand each other’s strategic visions and what strategy 

they are pursuing. Shelton, (1988) explains that acquisition creates the most value for the 

companies that expand into new markets.  

 

Eicher and Woo Kang (2005) argue that large markets are the most valuable to enter with 

acquisition; this approach makes it possible for the firm to avoid entry barriers and high costs.  

Müller, (2007) discuss that acquisition is not to prefer when the market competition is either 
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low or high; markets that are in between are although preferable to enter with acquisition. It is 

higher probability for a firm to acquire a firm from a geographic area closer to the parent 

company (Erel et al., 2012). 

 

“In addition, higher economic development, and better accounting quality are all associated 

with the likelihood of being an acquirer rather than a target” (Erel et al., 2012). 

 

Erel et al., (2012) discuss that it is more common for companies in market with appreciated 

currency to acquire companies in markets with declining currency. If the same situation 

appears with stock market values, markets with high stock value tend to acquire companies in 

markets with lower stock value. In addition to the previous sentence a common situation of 

acquisition is that higher valued firms tend to acquire low value firms (Erel et al., 2012). 

Nocke and Yeaple, (2007) discuss that it is the most active and less efficient companies in a 

market that are involved in acquisition. 

 

When it comes to the acquisition process the acquired firms relies much on the parent 

company, as the parent firm are the ones who has the power in the process (Malmendier and 

Tate, 2008) The CEO´s decision how to run the company will affect the outcome of the 

company. Malmendier and Tate, (2008) discuss the CEO´s overconfidence as the ability to 

underestimate the value of a firm as standalone and over value future returns of acquisition. 

They also argue that overconfident CEO´s that have ability to make lower quality acquisition 

when they have rich of resources on the parent company. Overconfidence can therefore be a 

resistance for a company that gets acquired. When overconfident acquisition is performed the 

shareholders of the target firm is more likely to gain when the acquiring firm stakeholder lose 

(Malmendier and Tate, 2008). Shleifera, and Vishny, (2002) also discuss that firms that have 

high stock value can use its value to acquire low stock valued firms.  

 

Therefore it is important for a firm to see the real potential in acquisition rather that an 

overconfident wanted outcome. Hayward (2002) mean that companies will perform better if 

they have experience from acquisitions, companies with consciousness to balance the 

exploiting and exploring of the acquisition will increase the advantage. However if the parent 

company loses small amount of money on the acquisition a company tend to learn and from 

the experience turn around the loss (Hayward, 2002).  

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304405X08000251
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304405X08000251
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2.2 Parent company relationship 

Having a parent company could provide both positive and negative effects towards the 

subsidiary. By not being independent and set up your own goals and projects, the subsidiary 

could lose its freedom (Johnson et al., 2001). The parent company which owns the subsidiary 

will set up goals and time-limit on certain projects that the subsidiary will have to follow in 

order to receive monetary capital and support (Luo et al., 2012).  

 

There are different types of parent companies according to Johnson et al. (2001) the parent 

company could be composed in such way that they have a high- or a low-control mode over 

their subsidiaries. This could lead to that the subsidiaries will have room to maneuver, and are 

free to operate their business how they wish if they just meet the different economic goals 

from the parent firm (Johnson et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2012). Initiatives done by the subsidiary 

will not be well received by the parent company, this if the parent company has a high-control 

mode towards their subsidiaries (Birkinshaw et al., 1998). Although it is important to point 

out that the parent company always have the last word in the decision-making process, if for 

instance a part of the parent company is outsourced (R&D), whether or not that department 

think a project is ready to launch; the parent company has the final word since they back up 

the department with financial means (Baker et al., 1999).  

 

There could be a conflict between what the subsidiary believes is the right initiative, that 

conflicts the strategy of the parent company, and in that case the parent company will resist 

the decision made by the subsidiary. Although it is important for both the parent company and 

the subsidiary that their firm´s are on the same page, culturally and strategically; otherwise the 

relationship might suffer in the long-term scope (Johnson et al., 2001). Culturally issues 

includes language, and if the parent company have trouble with one subsidiary in the form of 

language difficulties, not only will the relationship suffer; in future acquisitions the parent 

company will stay away from obtaining firms that has similar language (Welch et al., 2001; 

Harzing and Feely, 2008).  

 

If the relationship between the parent company and its subsidiary is less independent and the 

subsidiary are free to operate as they seem fit, then the parent company should increase their 

decision-making, leading to increasing the control over the subsidiary. If the relationship is 

strong and the subsidiary is more dependent on the parent company´s actions, the parent 
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company should increase the target incentive; meaning that the subsidiary will receive 

bonuses if they meet or exceeds their set up targets (Luo et al., 2012).  

 

For a parent company that has subsidiaries in foreign markets, it is of value to recognize that 

there are three kinds of advantages that they could receive from their subsidiary (Rugman and 

Verbeke, 2001). These three forms of subsidiaries advantage that the parent company could 

receive are: Non-location bound advantages, location-bound advantages and subsidiary 

specific advantages. Non-location bound is knowledge that could be used not only in one 

specific country and market, but could be of use to the parent company globally. Non-location 

bound advantages are also easy to dissect and use within the parent company´s organization. 

Location-bound advantages are knowledge and skills that is of use in the country that the 

subsidiary is operating in. This advantage is of value in the country that the subsidiary is 

operating in, and the knowledge is implicit and hard to use for the parent company (Weick 

and Roberts, 1993). Subsidiary specific advantages combine the global aspect, and the 

location-bound aspect; namely that the knowledge derived is hard to dissect and understand 

for the parent company.  It is of crucial value for the parent company to account for these 

three different types of subsidiary advantages, and whether or not the knowledge derived from 

them could be dissected and used for the global operation. Although according to Birkinshaw 

et al., (1998) if the subsidiary is a SME, operating on a local market; its impact and its 

knowledge is insignificant towards the parent company. A larger subsidiary will have a larger 

impact on the growth and developing knowledge and skills within the organization as a 

whole. 

 

Having a foreign parent company could be a potential culture barrier between the foreign 

parent company and the subsidiary, in form of strategy and language. An issue could be that 

the foreign company has a lack of understanding of the market and competitors on a foreign 

market (Zaheer, 1995). According to Kronborg and Thomsen, (2009) if the parent company 

offers a stronger brand, knowledge assets, access to capital, the foreignness will not be an 

issue as the advantages of having a foreign parent outweighs the foreign parent company´s 

potential lack of knowledge about the market and competitors.  

 

When an acquisition is made one possibility for the parent company is to substitute personnel 

and change management in the subsidiary. After a merger or an acquisition the management 

staff turnover is higher than another entry mode (Walsh, 1988; Krug and Hegarty, 1997), 
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According to Walsh, (1988) within five years 58 % of the staff will have left their 

management positions. The parent company need to account for that the management staff in 

the acquired company could leave within the first year, and that one quarter of acquired firm’s 

management staff leaves their positions within the first year. The reason for leaving could be 

a mismatch of the strategy between the parent company and the subsidiary, or a company 

culture mismatch (Walsh, 1988). According to Bergh (2001) this could be negative for the 

firm, since top management staff has knowledge and an understanding that is not easily 

replaced. If the firm hires an outsider one issue that could occur is that the outsider will have 

problem adapting to the company culture and strategy, although the outsider management 

personnel also have advantages in form of new knowledge and skills (Karaevli, 2007).  

 

Management turnover can also be a positive aspect after an acquisition, and the choice of 

recruiting internally or bringing in outsiders is a choice that is linked to the relationship 

between the parent company and the subsidiary. With a high amount of interdependence 

between the parent company and the acquired company, outsiders are most likely to be 

recruited. This is because high levels of interdependent are more likely to be used if the parent 

company is interested in value creation, the a outsider will be more suited to bring in new 

ideas and knowledge that the firm has not thought about earlier (Krug, 2003). Low level of 

interdependence is more likely to be linked with internal recruitment, as this means that the 

value is captured rather than created (Angwin and Meadows, 2009).   

 

2.3 Company culture 

When a firm acquire another firm there could be problems; one of those problems is that their 

company culture´s does not match each others; this could lead to strategically problems, 

labour turnover and in the end affect the earnings of the company (Weber et al., 1996; 

Ahammad and Glaister, 2011; Hechanova et al., 2003). The culture embedded in a certain 

firm can be expressed through their way of behaving, beliefs, and values, their philosophies of 

undertaking business internally and externally towards the market (Weber et al., 1996; 

Chatterjee et al., 1992; Ahammad and Glaister, 2011). If these factors do not fit with the 

acquired firm’s values, beliefs, behaviour and philosophies it could lead to negative factors 

such as resentment, communication issues and conflicts (Weber et al., 1996; Ahammad and 

Glaister; 2011). Angwin and Savill (1997) argues that if the parent company is a foreign firm 

undertaking an acquisition of another firm on a foreign market, differences could occur in 

form of management style.  
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Walsh, (1988); Bergh, (2001) discusses that management could suffer when an acquisition is 

made, because of that the two companies work in different ways and face the market on 

different terms. This could lead to labour turnover, if the acquired firm’s management does 

not wish to adapt to the company culture at the parent firm. Although some acquisitions is 

made because the parent firm wishes to extract the knowledge from the management at the 

acquired firm, in that case the parent company have choose a low-control mode or adapt 

themselves to the other firms company culture. In the aspect of performance; Datta, (1991) 

discusses that it is crucial that the managements of the firm making the acquisition and the 

acquired firm matches, and have the same perception of how the two companies should work 

together. The strategic fit has to be there, as for the culture within both firms need to match; 

otherwise the performance will suffer and not be superior, as the parent company have 

predicted.  

 

The cultural distance between the acquirer and the acquired firm can be a positive aspect in 

the aspect of improving the organization, and according to Morosini et al., (1998) companies 

does not need to see the cultural distance as a problem. Firms, who have a subsidiary in a 

foreign country, can take in the knowledge, routines and repertoire and transfer that 

knowledge within the organization as a whole. Rather than seeing it as a problem and a 

disadvantage, different company cultures can be a possibility.  

 

An important aspect of company culture is the identity that is implanted within the firm. The 

identity of a company is it character that forms the company (Balmer, 1998; Gray and Balmer, 

1998). Corporate design, behavior, communication and strategy are some parts that influences 

and creates the identity (Melewar et al., 2005). Alessandri, (2001) adds that the identity is 

made from the company mission and Abrat, (1998) state that the identity is the philosophy of 

the company.  

 

If a firm acquires another firm on a foreign market, and transfers personnel to the acquired 

firms market; problems could arise. One of the issues is that the personnel fails to transfer and 

train the subsidiary with knowledge, skills and culture that is embedded in the parent firm. 

This could lead to that the personnel are developing commitment towards both the subsidiary 

and the parent company, and that this could lead to two scenarios. Either they fail to 

incorporate the parent company´s vision in the subsidiary or they fail to identify the 

subsidiaries local interests, and focus too much on the parent company´s interests. This is an 
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issue that needs to be recognized before making an acquisition on a foreign market, and the 

parent company and the subsidiary need to develop a strong relationship; otherwise the 

acquisition could be a failure (Gregersen and Black, 1992; Hechanova et al., 2003). 

 

In an IT-service firm IT-skills and knowledge is crucial, and are the basis for creating 

advantages towards other firms. Although an IT-service firm does not have any clear tangible 

assets within the organization and the know-how of the employees and the firm is of value 

(Mata et al., 1995; Hall, 1992). This means that it could be hard for other firms to actually 

break down the firm´s actual embedded knowledge since it is implicit (Amiryani et al., 2012). 

For a firm who wishes to acquire such a firm, it could be problematic to incorporate and take 

advantage of that knowledge and problems could arise in such acquisition (Kogut and Zander, 

1993; Madhok, 1997). If the knowledge is embedded and hard to transfer, it is likely that the 

acquisition will not be successful (Choi and Parsa, 2012).  

 

2.4 State of the art 

2.4.1 Acquisition  

Author Theory Key 

Word 

Acceptance Empirical Validation  State-of-the-art 

Hayward, 

(2002) 

Fail and win 

situation 

426 High Dominating 

Karim and 

Mitchell, 

(2000) 

Strategy 397 High  Dominating 

Malmendier 

and Tate, 

(2008) 

Economic 

value 

723 High Dominating 

Shelton, 

(1988) 

Knowledge 

transfer, value 

creation  

260 High Emerging 

Shleifera and 

Vishny, (2002) 

Economic 

value 

 

1470 High Dominating 
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Author Theory Key 

Word 

Acceptance Empirical Validation  State-of-the-art 

Eicher and 

Woo Kang, 

(2005) 

Entry barriers 83 Medium   Proposal 

Makri, et.al. 

(2010) 

Knowledge 

transfer, high-

technological 

and service 

industries 

102 Medium   Proposal 

Nocke and 

Yeaple, (2007) 

Strategy, fail 

and win 

situation  

219 Medium   Proposal 

Erel, et.al. 

(2012) 

Geographic, 

economic 

strategy 

39 Low Proposal 

Lee and 

Lieberman, 

(2010) 

Advantage and 

disadvantage, 

strategy 

31 Low Proposal 

Müller,  (2007) Strategy, 

market 

competition 

37 Low Proposal 

 

The theory of acquisition that has been studied has a dominating position in the field and 

dominating articles has supported the less accepted theories. The previous research is valid 

and accepted by the scientific world. However a gap in the theory has been identified, where 

there is a lack of research on the impact of acquisition on the acquired firm. There has also 

been made a limited amount research on the acquisition of service firms (Makri et al., 2010; 

Blomstermo and Sharma, 2005; Erramilli, 1991). Therefore it is interesting to conduct a 

research with acquired firms in a service industry.  By testing the theory of acquisition, in a 

new perspective where there is little research, can give new understanding of the theory. 
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2.4.2 Parent company relationship 

Author Theory Key 

Word 

Citations Empirical validation  State-of-the art 

 

Baker et al, 

(1999) 

Purpose of 

companies 

relationship 

355 High Emerging 

Birkinshaw et 

al. (1998) 

Relationship 649 High Dominating 

Rugman and 

Verbeke, 

(2001) 

Value of 

companies 

498 High Dominating 

Walsh, (1988) Change in 

firms 

466 High Dominating 

Weick and 

Roberts, (1993) 

Geographic 

value 

2982 High Dominating 

Zaheer, (1995) Foreign market 1424 High Dominating 

Bergh, (2001) Knowledge, 

issues  

112 High Proposal 

Harzing and 

Feely (2008) 

Issues, 

relationship 

96 Medium Proposal 

Karaevli, 

(2007) 

Knowledge, 

adaption  

61 Low Proposal 

Krug and 

Hegarty, 1997) 

Change  121 High Proposal 

Welch et al, 

(2001) 

Issues, 

relationship  

72 High Proposal 

Johnson et al, 

(2001) 

Relationship 40 Medium Proposal 

Kronborg and 

Thomsen 

(2009) 

Value of 

foreign market 

29 Low Proposal 
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The parent company theory is discussing what the acquisition means to a firm. The problem is 

that the subsidiary does not control the whole process, but needs to adapt their business to the 

demands and wishes of the parent company. The transition to be acquired comes with changes 

in the company and the meaning of the company, they will now serve another companies 

requirements. To be owned by a company can be problematic, because there might me 

cultural differences between the companies. Another issue could be labor turnover both 

generally; and specifically in the management staff. Changes in the managerial staff could be 

both positive and negative according to the theory; and the firm needs to have that in mind 

when deciding on acquiring a firm, the turnover could be higher just after the acquisition.  

 

The relationship between the subsidiary and the parent firm could be a high-control mode or a 

low-control mode; meaning that either the subsidiary have room to make their own decisions 

and setting up their own goals, or that power lies with the parent firm. Having a subsidiary in 

another country could lead to three types of advantages; Non-location bound advantages, 

location-bound advantages and subsidiary specific advantages. 

 

2.4.3 Company Culture 

Author Theory Key 

Word 

Citations Empirical validation State-of-the-art 

Balmer, (1998) Identity 315 High Emerging 

Chatterjee, 

et.al. (1992) 

Values 576 High Dominating 

Datta, (1991) Management 624 High Dominating 

Hall, (1992) Assets 2202 High Dominating 

Kogut and 

Zander, (1993) 

Knowledge 2734 High Dominating 

Mata, et.al. 

(1995) 

Assets 1630 High Dominating 

Madhok, 

(1997) 

Knowledge 895 High Dominating 

Morosini, et.al. 

(1998) 

 

Distance 574 High Dominating 
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According to the theories different firms have different beliefs, behaviours and values within 

their organizations. These factors play a part when two firms are a part of an acquisition, and 

the connection between the parent company and the subsidiary could be weakened if these 

factors do not match. Being acquired by a foreign firm could also mean problems according to 

the theory, and there is a risk that the company culture could be a mismatch because of 

language-problems and a lack of knowledge of the country by the foreign parent firm.  

Author Theory Key 

Word 

Citations Empirical validation State-of-the-art 

Weber, et.al. 

(1996) 

Match, values 334 High Emerging 

Walsh, (1988) Management 465 High Dominating 

Gray and 

Balmer, (1998) 

Identity 489 High Dominating 

Bergh, (2001) Match 112 High Proposal 

Gregersen and 

Black, (1992) 

Relationship 253 High Emerging 

Hechanova, 

et.al. (2003) 

Match, 

relationship 

203 High Emerging 

Alessandri, 

(2001) 

Identity 141 Medium Proposal  

Abrat, (1998) Identity 383 High Emerging  

Ahammar and 

Glaister, (2011) 

Match, values 4 Non Proposal  

Amiryani, et. 

al.(2012) 

Assets 1 Non Proposal 

Angwin and 

Savill, (1997) 

Foreign market 43 Medium Proposal 

Choi and Parsa, 

(2012) 

Knowledge 

transfer 

0 Non Proposal 

Melewar, et.al. 

(2005) 

Design, 

behavior, 

communication 

41 Medium Proposal 
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According to the theory personnel who are transferred to the subsidiary from the parent 

company could either lose their identity that they have built towards the parent company and 

build a new identity with the subsidiaries company culture. The other scenario is that they do 

not obtain the subsidiary’s company culture and keep their feelings towards the parent 

company; this could lead to negative aspects such as strategic and culturally malfunctions. In 

an IT-service firm there is a lack of tangible resources and the intangible resources and skills 

such as human capital and knowledge is crucial. The uniqueness of the organization can be 

embedded in the personnel and their knowledge. 

2.5 Data analysis model 

 

Figure 1 – “Analysis model”  

 

The analysis model has been developed to analyze the data from the three cases in relevant 

steps. Also the model is a useful tool to use when analyzing the data from all three cases 

together, in the comparison analysis. The model starts with the acquired firm that is the focus 

of this study, then the three subheadings that are the basis for the theoretical framework is 

presented; Acquisition process, Company culture and Parent company relationship. By 

analyzing the empirical data against the theoretical framework an outcome will be presented 

in the analysis chapter and then the comparison analysis can be developed.  
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3.0 Methodology 

3.1. Research design 

To confirm a theory quantitative research is preferable to qualitative research (Bryman and 

Bell, 2011). However the identified gap has little theoretical foundation and therefore the 

investigations do not have a tested foundation to build on. To be able to test the theory in a 

new area the research will need to get a grip of how it works before it can be confirmed. The 

information from the research area needs to sample deeper information from the companies. 

By doing a qualitative research the results will generate a deeper insight in the area and create 

an understanding for the phenomena (Malhotra, 2010). Therefore the research will have a 

deductive approach (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The qualitative method gives the outcome of 

the research a more descriptive view of the research and can be presented with words rather 

than numbers (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Which in this case are the outcome that the research 

needs.  

 

Since the research will focus to gather an understanding in the new area the research design 

will be an exploratory research. By conducting an exploratory research the outcome will 

provide an insight in the area of research (Malhotra, 2010). This needs to be done to find out 

how the acquired firm changes. Hence, exploratory research will be performed better with 

qualitative research, to give a deeper understanding in the area (Malhotra, 2010). The 

objective of the qualitative exploratory research will be better achieved, and to do this a 

smaller sample will be deeper investigated.  

 

3.1.1 Data sources  

The source of the data will focus to answer the problem that has been identified. To do this 

the main source will be primary data. This data is in first hand collected through a strategy to 

answer the research question (Malhotra, 2010).  For this research the primary data is 

important, since the research focus on receiving an understanding in the area of research. 

Therefore the primary date is needed to be collected with custom-made questions. With the 

primary data the research can be structured to gather the specific data needed for the research 

(Malhotra, 2010).   

 

Secondary data is data that is collected for other purposes than the problem, and often from 

other sources than the primary data. For this research, secondary data will used to ensure and 
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compare the primary data. With information from different sources also leads to a more 

rigorous research since the information can either come from external or internal sources 

(Malhotra, 2010).  

 

3.1.2 Research strategy 

Since the research needs to get deeper insight in the firms, a qualitative research will be 

conducted. To be able to get out the specific data from the firms case studies will be 

performed on a smaller sample of firms. With a multiple case study there is a possibility to go 

deeper into the firms and ask questions specific for the purpose (Yin, 2009). The choice of 

conducting a case study comes from the lack of knowledge from the area and this knowledge 

is crucial to find. An exploratory research will gain advantages from case studies in form of 

deeper understanding in the area (Yin, 2009). This is what this research needs and by doing a 

case study the research will answer the question of why and how (Yin, 2009).   

 

3.1.3 Data collecting methods  

To collect the data needed from the case studies the research focuses on conducting 

interviews with the employees at the firms. The authors need to reach the employees that have 

the information needed to answer the research questions. To receive this information it is 

important to have personal contact with the respondents, and be sure that the right information 

is collected from each case study (Bryman and Bell, 2011).  

In an interview the respondents can answer freely and the interviewer has the possibility to 

further evaluate probing questions to get deeper and more thorough answers. By doing a semi-

structure interview the question guidelines are made in advance with the opportunity for 

probing and supplementary questions (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The interview guideline is 

developed through the theoretical foundation that needs to be investigated. And with probing 

questions the opportunity to get deeper knowledge and understanding in the problem (Bryman 

and Bell, 2011). 

 

3.2 Data collection instruments 

This chapter contains a brief discussion of the different instruments and methods that were 

used to collect data for this study.  
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3.2.1 Operationalization and measurement of variables 

An operationalization has been made to accurately measure the concepts of the study. The 

concepts in this study are the three subheadings that the theoretical framework is built around; 

Acquisition, parent company and company culture. The operationalization table has been 

developed to make the concepts more understandable for the reader. Also by breaking down 

the concepts into questions the interviewee will understand the questions and as a researcher, 

we could link back the answers to the different subheadings of the theoretical framework 

(Bryman and Bell, 2011).  

 

First both authors developed keywords; this to find relevant information that was a fit with the 

aim of the study. From these key words, scientific articles have been investigated and 

examined to build the theory. From the theoretical framework the three major concepts have 

been the basis of building an operationalization table developed from the theory to relevant 

questions for the in-depth interviews.  

 

3.2.2 Operationalization table 

The operationalization table is composed and built around twelve questions relevant to the 

theoretical framework.  The theoretical framework has three major subheadings; Acquisition, 

parent company relationship and company culture. These three subheadings are the basis for 

the study and to receive empirical data through in-depth interviews; questions derived from 

the theoretical framework and in line with the purpose and research questions have been 

developed. The table begins with the question and then a heading called probing questions. A 

probing question is a follow-up question, made to receive more knowledge and a deeper 

reason behind the answer. The third and last heading of the table is theoretical connection; 

defining what question is linked to what subheading in the theoretical framework.  
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3.2.2.1 Operationalization table  

Question Probing question Theoretical connection Author (s) 

Describe the acquisition 

process 

How, what, why Acquisition  Lee and Lieberman, 

2010; Karim and 

Mitchell, 2000; 

March, 1991; 

Makri et al., 2010; 

Hayward, 2002. 

 

Why do you think your 

company was acquired by 

another firm? 

What were the 

reason; resources, 

and/or assets? 

Acquisition – Parent 

company relationship – 

Company culture 

Lee and Lieberman, 

2010; Karim and 

Mitchell, 2000; 

March, 1991; 

Makri et al., 2010; 

Hayward, 2002; 

Shleifera, and 

Vishny, 2002; 

Amiryani et al., 

2012; Kogut and 

Zander, 1993; 

Madhok, 1997. 

 

How would you describe 

your relationship with 

your parent company?  

 

Similarities and 

differences 

Parent company 

relationship 

Johnson et al., 2001; 

Luo et al., 2012. 

Are you free to operate as 

you seem fit (Setting up 

your own goals, deciding 

your own budget? 

 

 

 

How, why Parent company 

relationship – High or 

low control modes 

Birkinshaw et al. 

1998; Johnson et al., 

2001; Luo et al., 

2012. 
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Question Probing question Theoretical connection Author (s) 

What are the advantages 

of having a parent 

company? 

Why Parent company 

relationship – Economic 

capital 

Weick and Roberts, 

1993; Rugman and 

Verbeke, 2001; 

Kronborg and 

Thomsen, 2009. 

 

What are the 

disadvantages of having a 

parent company? 

Why Parent company 

relationship – Company 

culture  

Welch et al, 2001; 

Harzing and Feely, 

2008, Zaheer, 1995. 

How would you define 

your company´s culture?  

 Company culture Weber et al., 1996; 

Chatterjee et al., 

1992; Ahammad 

and Glaister, 2011; 

Hechanova et al., 

2003. 

Is it different from before 

the acquisition? 

How, why Company culture Weber et al., 1996; 

Ahammad and 

Glaister; 2011; 

Angwin and Savill, 

1997; Walsh, 1988; 

Bergh, 2001.  
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Question Probing question Theoretical connection Author (s) 

Do you adapt to the 

parent company or do 

they adapt to your way of 

operating? How would 

you define your 

interdependence? 

How, why, when Company culture – 

Parent company 

relationship 

Morosini et al., 

1998; Gregersen 

and Black, 1992; 

Hechanova et al., 

2003. 

(If the parent firm is 

foreign) You have a 

foreign parent company, 

how did that affect the 

acquisition process? Are 

there similarities and 

differences in how you 

operate your business? 

How, why Company culture Morosini et al., 

1998; Angwin and 

Savill, 1997. 

Have your identity 

[define] changed before 

and after the acquisition? 

Have the employees 

identified with the parent 

firm or held on to the 

identity that was formed 

before the acquisition? 

How, why Company culture – 

Identity  

Abrat, 1998; 

Alessandri, 2001;  

Melewar et al., 

2005; Balmer, 1998; 

Gray and Balmer, 

1998; Gregersen 

and Black, 1992; 

Hechanova et al,. 

2003. 

 

3.2.3 Interview guide 

The questionnaire (found in appendix 1) was constructed from the concept of semi-structured 

in depth interviews. The questions are formed in a way that the interview will become a 

discussion on the subject of the study; rather than structured questions. The questions are 

semi-structured and open because the researchers do not want to be bias, and format leading 

questions. By asking leading questions the interviewee are guided in a direction; set out by the 
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interviewer. Twelve questions have been developed in order to cover the three subheadings of 

the theoretical framework. First, two question on the subject of acquisition is presented to the 

interviewee, then four questions on the relationship between the subsidiary and the parent 

company; and lastly six questions connected to company culture. The questions are formed 

this way because the researchers want to ease the interviewee on the subject as a whole at first 

(acquisition) and then go deeper into the subsidiary and its connection to the parent firm; and 

the company culture and if/how it has changed. To receive as relevant answers as possible, the 

researchers will interview management personnel that have been with the firm before and 

after the acquisition.  

 

To receive the highest amount of relevant and rigorous data from the respondents, the authors 

of this report had to choose those ones who was a part of the acquisition process. These 

respondents was all CEO:s and also managerial staff. CEO:s of the firms was all a part of the 

in-depth interviews, and apart from them we conducted interviews with two employees of the 

managerial staff from each firm.  

 

3.2.4 Pre-testing 

The researchers have sent the questionnaire to the examiner and the supervisor if the paper in 

order to ensure the quality of the questions. By letting someone else read and comment on the 

questions the risk for bias questions is reduced. The quality of the questions is based on their 

relevancy to the subject, how they are phrased, relevancy to the interviewee and the 

connection to the theoretical framework. Pretesting is an important part of ensuring that the 

questions are measuring what they are supposed to measure (Bryman and Bell, 2011).  

 

3.3 Population and Sampling 

3.3.1 Population 

To estimate an relevant population first the authors had to narrow the firms down because of 

the area of research; namely SME:s that have been acquired. The control variables that have 

been used to sort out the relevant firms for the study are; size and if they have been acquired. 

The control variables of the study are size of the firm because the research will study SME:s. 

SMEs can be explained as a firm with 0-249 employees. SME:s also has a yearly turnover of 

not more than 50 million Euros a year (Tillväxtverket, 2011-2-28).  
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Through the website Itsuppliers.se 474 firms was found operating in IT-services in Sweden. 

Out of the 474 firms, 25 firms have been found to been the acquired firm or the acquirer. 

These 25 firms have fewer than 249 employees in their office in Sweden, and are therefore 

relevant for the study. Out of these 25 firms, fourteen met the control variables for the study 

and was therefore contacted first through e-mail and then through telephone. The population 

of this study is IT-service firms operating in Sweden, three firms were chosen by the 

researchers. The reasoning behind the choice is that the authors believe they are most suited to 

provide the study with relevant information. The firms have also been acquired by either a 

foreign or a domestic firm; and therefore have a parent company. Apart from interviews with 

the management staff secondary data have been used such as annual reports. When using a 

sampling frame the authors have used non-probability sampling; meaning that the sample is 

not drawn upon a random selection (Bryman and Bell, 2003). Instead a conscious choice has 

been made to find a relevant sample for the study; namely IT-service firms. 

 

According to Bryman and Bell, (2011); Ghauri and Grönhaug, (2005) there are two types of 

surveys that can be selected in studying the population. A census survey study is relevant if 

the researchers wish to study every element of the population, while a sample survey studies a 

chosen or random part of the population. Since a non-probability sample was chosen the 

choice of a sample survey seemed fit with the aim and problem formulation; and the time-

limit.  

 

3.3.2 Sampling frame 

IT-service 

industry in 

Sweden (474) 

Acquired IT-service firms 

(25) 

Acquired IT-service firms 

that meets the control 

variables and the aim (14) 

IT-service firms 

in the multiple 

case study (3) 

 

The sampling frame has been developed by the authors to find firms that are relevant to the 

subject of the study. First of all the service industry in Sweden, then the IT-industry was the 

choice that the authors made, then to fit in with the aim and problem formulation firms that 

have been acquired was chosen, and lastly three IT-service firms operating in Sweden was 

chosen to test the theoretical framework. 
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3.4 Data analysis method 

 When analyzing the collected data, three methods can be used for qualitative research; 

grounded theory, data reduction and pattern matching (Ghauri and Grönhaug, 2005; Bryman 

and Bell, 2011). In this study grounded theory is the basis for the theoretical framework; to 

test a theory one needs to build it. Grounded theory means collecting data and then codes it 

into subheadings (Ghauri and Grönhaug, 2005). For this study the data collected is the bases 

for the subheadings used (Acquisition, parent company and company culture). These 

subheadings are then the basis for the operationalization.  

 

When analyzing the empirical data; pattern matching and data reduction have been used. Data 

reduction is when the researchers transcribes the raw data at first, then sort out the relevant 

data from the interviews and then identify categories, themes and patterns (Ghauri and 

Grönhaug, 2005). By doing this the data can be presented in a way that is easy for the 

researcher and the reader to see the connections between the data derived from the in-depth 

interviews and the secondary data. Pattern matching have been used to view and investigate 

differences and similarities in the answers connected to the firms and the questions (Ghauri 

and Grönhaug, 2005). Grounded theory, data reduction and pattern matching have been used 

because they are relevant to the research strategy and the choice of data collection method. 

The analysis has been carried out in the order that the analysis model is showing, it can be 

seen on page 15.  

 

 

3.5 Validity  

3.5.1 Construct validity  

The samples of responds were conducted through their history of being acquired by anther 

firm. This gives the research respondents that have ben a part of the phenomena that will be 

investigated. To strengthen the results the companies, the respondents have before the case 

studies ben asked if they have the ability to answer the questions about the change of the firm 

when they got acquired.   

 

To focus the research on the right subject an operationalization table were made to connect 

the theory to questions to the respondents regarding the theory. This was made to find the 

relationship between the companies of the research and the theory. The operationalization 
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table shows the connection from the questions to the theory, and thereby shows that content of 

the research are based on theoretical framework (Bryman and Bell, 2011). To create valid 

empirical material from the case studies both secondary data and primary data was used. With 

more than one source of a case study a triangulation analyses is possible to perform. This 

means that the empirical will be built from several sources and therefore more valid (Bryman 

and Bell, 2011).  

 

Because of the lack of research in the IT business this research are conducted in a qualitative 

design. This can give an understanding in the phenomena of the research (Bryman and Bell, 

2011). To receive an understanding of how the IT firm’s stands against the theoretical 

framework, grounded theory have been used to compare the empirical data towards the 

theoretical framework. The next step is to compare the different case studies to find where 

there are a consensus or not and why.  

 

3.5.2 External validity  

To be able to create a research that has valid results, the research method that has been chosen 

is multiple case studies. Doing several studies on different companies the empirical data will 

be more valid (Bryman and Bell, 2011).  The different sources can support each other or 

disagree, where the sources support each other the result can be strengthen and more valid. 

With result from several sources the outcome can be generalized over the industry, but to 

make a whole generalization of the industry a quantitative study needs to be performed 

(Bryman and Bell, 2011). But with this research the case studies will get deeper knowledge 

from the companies and create a theory that is able to generalize over the whole industry.  

 

3.5.3 Reliability  

The research has conducted multiply case studies that lead to a more valid and generalized 

result.  The case studies have been done with questions created from the theory and the same 

question has been asked to de different firm. To create a reliable empirical foundation several 

sources have ben used to confirm the reliability to answers. If the research should be 

replicated the reliability to get the same answer depends on the company that the case studies 

are preformed. The questionnaire is in some degree open and the respondent are free to 

answer the question the extent of the answers can differ. Also is the question semi-structured 

that gives the interviewer the possibility to further evaluate the questions. Depending on the 

interviews progress and the respondent’s influence in the company the result can be different.   
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4.0 Empirical Data    
This chapter contains primary and secondary data from six IT-service firms, both from the 

firm being acquired but also information from the parent firm. The data has been collected 

from annual reports, press releases and internal documents. The primary data have been 

collected from in-depth interviews with the managerial staff from the acquired firms. The 

firm´s wishes to be anonymous, and therefore the firms will be addressed as A1 A2, B1 B2, C1 

C2, Number 1 is the acquiring firm and number 2 are the acquired firms and the focus is on 

the acquired firm; although to receive a clear picture of the acquisition process and the 

relationship, information on both the acquired firm and the acquire are presented.  

 

4.1 Presentation of cases   

4.1.1 Firm A1 and A2 

24
th

 of April this year firm A1 a Swedish distributor of IT services and products acquired a 

Danish firm (firm A2); a Nordic distributor of home electronic accessories. Firm A2 was 

established in 1998 between two firms, and are operating on the Nordic market (Press release 

2013, firm A1 and A2).  

 

Firm A2 became a sister company to two of Firm A1´s subsidiaries. Firm A2 will according 

to the board of firm A1 become a subsidiary with interdependence and freedom to operate on 

the Nordic market (Press release 2013, Firm A2). According to the managing director of the 

firm, they will operate as usual and the parent firm will not be a part of their business strategy. 

Although when it comes to purchases and product development, some synergies will be 

constructed between the two.  

 

The reasoning for acquiring firm A2 was according to a managing director that they would be 

complementary asset to firm A1´s business. Firm A wanted to broaden their product and 

service scope; therefore firm A2 was the right choice, because they are already established on 

the Nordic market.  

 

Rather than a new product line or market segment; the acquired firm stands for a stronger 

complimentary towards the parent firm´s current subsidiaries. This means that the purchase of 

a new firm will make the company stronger on the Nordic market and especially on the 

Norwegian, Danish and Finnish market (Press release 2013, Firm A2).  
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The economic details of the acquisition are as following: 

 Fixed payment of 15.2 million Euros 

 Variable cost that at most can reach 2 million Euros. The variable cost is linked to the 

acquired firm´s results as of 2013/2014.  

 The acquisition will increase firm A1´s earnings with 1 SEK per share (Press release 

2013, Firm A1)  

 

The labor turnover was minor according to the annual and quarterly report of both firm A1 

and A2 of 2013 the difference was 124 at 2012 and 217 at 2013.  

 

4.1.2 Firm B1 and B2 

Firm B1 that the acquired firm B2, is one of the Nordic leaders in video, data, and 

telecommunication and have a turnover of 1375 MSEK. Their business involves increasing 

their customers effectively and reducing their risks with computer solutions (Press release 

2012, Firm B1). The business is growing and expands both organically and by acquisition. 

The acquisitions process has two main reasons; expand their knowledge in firm´s B2 market 

and expand their business (Press release 2012, Firm B1). 

 

Firm B2 is a niche system integrator within the datacentre industry, the solutions the company 

offer is backup, storing and virtualization. The market for these products is growing and the 

development of new solutions is increasing. One of the reasons for the interest in the market is 

that Swedish companies double their needs for data storage (News From B2:s Webpage, 

2012; Press release 2012, Firm B2). 

 

Firm B2 delivers “market-leading products, expertise and services in order to minimize the 

complexity of the storage, management, protection and preservation of corporate 

information” (Web Profile 2013, Firm B2). With their products and solutions the company 

“helps customers maximize the utilization of their resources, minimize risks and facilitate 

adaptation to change” (Web Profile 2013, Firm B2). The company was founded in 2007 and 

was acquired in 2012 and today the company have around 27 employees and has a turnover of 

100 MSEK (Press release 2012, Firm B2).  
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4.1.3 Firm C1 and C2 

C1 is an IT-firm who was founded in France in 1993, and their head office is in Paris. Firm 

C1 bought up two firms in 2010 in Sweden, these two firms became a subsidiary to C1. C1 is 

a global organization and has subsidiaries under their own name in seven countries all over 

the world (Parent company website, 2013-04-25).  

The subsidiary is operating in Stockholm today, and has 130 employees in the Swedish 

branch today (allabolag.se, 2013-05-05; Press release 2013, Firm C2).  According to the 

managerial staff at C2 between one to five employees are left still today from the acquisition.  

Firm C2 now offers whole solutions; meaning that they offer their customers IT-solutions that 

includes websites, intranets, web-support, SEO, mobile applications (Company website, 

2013-04-25).  

The increasing number of employees has increased from 85 employees in 2009/2010 to 112 

employees in 2010/2011 and is today at 130 (allabolag.se, 2013-04-25, company information 

2013, Firm C2). 
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4.2 Empirical Results  

The following table contains the result from the case studies, at the left column the headings 

are presented and the following columns are the result from each case study presented 

individually. 

 

 Firm A Firm B Firm C 

Reason for the 

acquisition 

Both firms needed 

additional 

knowledge.  

Parent company 

expanded.  

 

Parent company 

expanded.   

 

Areas of interest for 

the acquisition 

Knowledge, 

Geographic,  

Operations and 

support, 

Staff development. 

Geographic area,  

Market areas. 

Geographic area,  

Market area, 

Increase profitability. 

Acquisition process  Mutual acquiring, 

Best way to meet 

customer needs, 

Develop the 

technological 

knowledge, offer full 

solution. 

Knowledge in:  

Nordic market,  

Business area,  

Custom base. 

Profitable 

investment, 

Positioning and 

growing. 

Relationship between 

the companies?  

 

Full integration, both 

firms needs each 

other’s knowledge to 

perform on the 

market. 

Subsidiary works 

independently, 

Language 

differences.  

Subsidiary runs their 

activities from the 

local office.   

Centralization 

initiative taken by 

parent company with 

involvement from 

subsidiary 

companies. 

Subsidiaries are free 

to operate.  

Full integrated to one 

firm.  

Their organisation 

and activities. 

Their organisation 

and activities  
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 Firm A Firm B Firm C 

Parent company runs 

the Subsidiaries. 

Full integrated to one 

firm. 

Budget,  

Economic goals. 

Market area, growth 

and profitability, 

budget 

Quality and 

economical goals. 

Advantages of having 

a parent company/ Be 

part of larger 

corporation. 

Resources for 

strengthening the 

relationship with the 

customer, 

Staff development 

with co-worker.  

Economic safety,  

Network possibilities. 

Expertise and advice 

from various offices, 

Financial stability,  

Customer base. 

Disadvantages of 

having a parent 

company/ Be a part of 

larger corporation  

Longer time for 

decisions. 

Communication 

between departments.  

Communication. 

Some adjustments to 

fit the parent 

company´s 

organization. 

Some adjustment to 

fit the parent 

company’s 

organization, 

Overhead costs. 

Definition of 

company´s culture. 

Open organization. Open organization, 

Close connection 

within the 

organization,  

Solid organization 

(for B1). 

Open, unprestigious. 

  

 

Culture differences 

from before the 

acquisition. 

The old culture is left 

behind. New culture 

within the new firm.  

Homogeneous 

organization to a 

more Heterogeneous.   

Small differences 

overall.  

Company change with 

the acquisition. 

 

 

Size of the company, 

Possibility to new 

solutions for 

customer. 

New economic goals, 

New knowledge, 

Collaboration 

between firms.  

No larger change, 

New group goals. 
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 Firm A Firm B Firm C 

Subsidiaries adapt to 

the parent company.  

 

 

Left the old 

organisation behind 

do be a part of 

something new.  

 

Small adaptation 

Interdependent.  

Adapt to fit activities 

and organization 

structure.  

 

Parent company 

adapts the 

Subsidiaries. 

 Small adaptation, 

Interdependent. 

Adapt to fit activities 

and organization 

structure. 

Definition of the 

subsidiaries 

interdependence? 

Are full integrated in 

the new company. 

Independent except 

for economic budget 

and strategic goals.  

Independent except 

for economic budget 

and strategic goals. 

Affects for the 

Subsidiaries to be 

owned by foreign 

company.  

 Language and 

communication.  

 

 

The market culture 

are different between 

Sweden and France,  

Market size and the 

way business is done. 

Similarities and 

differences in 

operating the 

business. 

Change from close 

co-workers 

integration to work in 

departments.  

Hierarchy from 

parent company, do 

not exist in 

subsidiary. 

No larger change on 

the local market.  

Subsidiaries culture 

changed after the 

acquisition. 

Full change to the 

new company. 

Small change, the 

subsidiary is 

independent.  

Small change, the 

subsidiary is 

independent. 

Have the employees 

identified with the 

parent firm or held on 

to the identity that 

was formed before the 

acquisition? 

Identified to the new 

identity from firm 

A2.  

Not clear yet. Yes over time 

identified with the 

new firm´s identity.  
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4.3 Summary of table  

The overall result from the case studies is that there is one major difference; Firm A answers 

are a bit different from B and C. This goes back to the reason for why the acquisition was 

made from the beginning.  

 

4.3.1 Reason for the acquisition 

Firm A1 and A2 were in a position with a changing market; the firms were niched to a 

specific area. However the market change and the customer required a whole solution rather 

than a specific service. Both firms needed to expand their business and found that the 

acquisition will be a good solution to complete each other´s lack of offerings and meet the 

market as one. However this differs from B1 and C1 that acquired another firm for market 

expansion. 

 

4.3.2 Areas of interest for the acquisition      

A1 acquisition of A2 led to exchange of knowledge, geographic areas, operations and support 

and a possibility for the staff to develop with new knowledge. The process was collaboration 

for develop a better business. Firms B and C acquisition processes were done to expand to 

new market and geographic areas, as differ from A1 and A2 that completed each other´s lack 

of knowledge. 

 

4.3.3 Acquisition process 

The process was a bit different between the firms. A1 and A2 had a mutual acquiring of the 

acquisition process. The firms expand and to met the customer’s requirements, and decided to 

perform an acquisition process. Firm B1 were interested in B2 knowledge in the Nordic 

market, their business area and their customer base as an expansion of their own business. 

Firm C1 had similar interest as C2 but also had an interest in increase profitability. 

 

4.3.4 Relationship and operation interdependence 

A2 are full integrated in A1 as differences from B2 and C2 that are independent run by the 

local office. But have their main goals and economical budget run by the parent company. 
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4.3.5 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Discussing advantages the firms are similar in their business; the advantages are resources and 

connection based. The disadvantages for A2 is that they are full integrated in A1 are that the 

decisions take longer time and they work in between different departments. But for B2 and 

C2, they are still independent but B2 found small disadvantages in form of communication.  

 

4.3.6 Culture and change 

For A2 the old company culture was left behind when they entered A1. But for the other firms 

there have been no/small changes because the culture is local owned. For all firms there has 

been some changes in their main goals. 

 

4.3.7 Adaption  

For A2 they changed from before and had to adapt to be a part of a larger firm. For B2 and C2 

there are still independent but they got some new goals from their owner.  
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5.0 Analysis 

5.1 Analysis of case A 

Lee and Lieberman, (2010) and March, (1991) state that acquisition has two functions; 

expand knowledge and growth. This is a case where both firms expand their knowledge by 

developing each other and expanding growth by offering a full organization with more value 

to offer the customers; rather than working separately and not be able to do so. But even if 

there is two functions of an acquisition according to the theoretical framework; A2´s CEO 

could break down the reasons for why an acquisition was done; Development in competences 

and knowledge, geographical expansion, development of employees and service and product 

development to satisfy the customers. All of these reasons were important for A2 and A1, and 

the interesting part is that A2´s CEO stated these and wanted the acquisition to happen rather 

than discussing why A1 wanted to purchase their firm.  

 

The empirical data shows that the relationship between A1 and A2 is a highly dependable 

relationship; meaning that both firms rely on each other to develop the whole organization. 

And no control-mode is necessary for them to develop their business; and neither to need 

them to control each other because both need each other to be satisfied otherwise the risk is 

that the organization becomes weak in the long-run.  

 

Makri et al., (2010) state that high-technological industries such as the IT-service industry 

have a higher gain from exchanging knowledge from firm to firm. In the case with the 

acquisition of A2 both firms wanted and needed the acquisition to happen according to the 

CEO and managerial staff of A2. In accordance with the theory they understood that by 

making the acquisition happen; they would both fill knowledge-gaps and together fill each 

other’s gaps.  

 

Shelton, (1988) and Hayward, (2002) points out that in order for an acquisition process to be 

successful both firms needs to complement each other rather than having lack in a certain 

business area. This is what happened in this case since both firms are compliments to each 

other; and both realized that they would gain knowledge, resources and assets by joining 

forces. 
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According to the CEO of A2 even though firm A1 bought their company, the acquisition 

process was easy and not complicated. The reason for this was because A2 wanted to be 

bought up by a larger organization and scouted and investigated a lot of firms before the 

process began. Malmendier and Tate, (2008) discuss about the acquirer of being the one who 

are pushing forward and being dominant in the process; and not so much about the acquisition 

process when a firm wants to be acquired. When the process is longer and both firms are to 

gain from an acquisition, according to the empirical data there is a reduced risk that the 

acquisition will be unsuccessful.   

 

According to Johnson et al. (2001) and Luo et al., (2012) a parent firm wants to either have a 

high- or low-control mode over their acquired firm. Even though A1 is the acquirer of A2 

both firms are fully integrated and neither has control over the other, reducing the risk of 

potential problems in the relationship. Although according to A2 there are both advantages 

and disadvantages with having a parent firm. One problem according to the empirical data is 

communication issues (Weber et al., 1996; Ahammad and Glaister; 2011) and that could lead 

to problems for the new firm. This is supported by the empirical data to some degree, but 

rather than discussing that new company culture is hard to adapt to for A2, the empirical data 

shows another reason. That reason is that A2 was a small and solid organization as an 

independently firm, and being acquired by a new firm there are new and bigger departments 

working more independently from each other. According to the CEO and the managerial staff 

the problem is not the company culture mismatch, but rather that the employees of A2 now is 

spread out in different departments rather than working all together. This is no big threat to 

the firm, but more a necessity if the employees want to develop individually and be integrated 

in the new firm. And once again, the managerial staff of A2 also realize that though it is hard 

to be broken up into new bigger departments, it is crucial that they do in order for the 

acquisition to continue being successful and to develop the organization forward. Without this 

their knowledge-gaps who was the main reason for completing the acquisition, would not be 

filled.  

 

Gregersen and Black, (1992) and Hechanova et al., (2003) discuss that after an acquisition 

personnel might be transferred within the organization and between the acquiring firm and the 

acquired one. And this could lead that the personnel have a mismatch of company culture 

from both firms. In this case with an acquisition that both firms want and needs, those kinds 

of factors are not potential problems according to the managerial staff of A2. Because of that 
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both firms wanted to make the acquisition, and the process was thoroughly investigated by 

both firms, all had a chance to be prepared when the process started and when the process was 

completed. According to the CEO of A2 this was the major reason for why the acquisition 

was successful and that there have not been any major problems after the acquisition.  

 

Mata et al., (1995), Hall, (1992) and Amiryani et al., (2012) discuss that in IT-firms the 

knowledge is hard to transfer and it is often implicit knowledge that is hard to break down. 

And according to Choi and Parsa, (2012) this will lead to the acquisition not being a success. 

This is contradicted from the empirical data, and there has not been any problem of the 

knowledge transfer after the acquisition. Although it might be easier if both firms fill each 

other´s knowledge gaps rather than for instance having a foreign parent firm calling the shots 

and then the communication, knowledge transfer and culture might be harder to break down. 

After a merger or an acquisition the management staff turnover is higher than another entry 

mode (Walsh, 1988; Krug and Hegarty, 1997; Bergh, 2001). This is contradicted by the study 

of A1 and A2. A reason for this might be that the acquisition process was long and careful, 

and all of the employees were aware of the process. Another reason might be that both firms 

was on the same page; and according to the CEO of A2 their employees wanted to develop 

their skills in new areas that they couldn’t if they were a independent firm. It seems that if the 

firm is a organization with few employees and resources, they can’t offer their customers the 

whole experience; the labor turnover will decrease once the acquisition is mutual and not a 

competitor acquisition for instance, or a foreign firm purchases a firm on another 

market/country.  

 

5.2 Analysis of case B 

According to the CEO of B2 they were acquired due to their competences of the staff but also 

from their deep knowledge of the Nordic market. This is the main reason for B1 to purchase 

their business; and this goes in line with Lee and Lieberman, (2010), Karim and Mitchell, 

(2000), March, (1991), Marki et al., (2010) and Shelton, (1988) of why an acquisition is 

made. It is shown that for all acquisitions made by these three firms; one asset that the 

acquiring firm wants is the knowledge and competences embedded within the organization. 

Since the firm does not possess any tangible resources and assets; the knowledge of the 

organization and the employees are what is of value. The firm has a hard time defining the 

new relationship between them and the firm acquiring them, although according to a business 

manager their independence is already limited from what it was before. This meaning that B1 
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sets up economic goals and a budget, but B2 can pursue and set up their own strategic 

operations.  

 

This contradicts the data derived from the press release that the firm presented when the 

acquisition was completed. The press release from B1 stated that B2 had the freedom and 

independency to operate how they seemed fit, but the data derived from the in-depth 

interviews stated otherwise. This shows there is a possible problem in communication 

between the firms; and this could mean that the firm´s strategic scopes are different from each 

other. While B1 believes they are pursuing a low-control mode towards their subsidiary, B2 

already sees that there independency is limited and believe that their parent firm is pursuing a 

high-control mode.  This information leads to what B2 believe is the major thing that has 

changed in the short time after the acquisition; namely the language barrier. Since the 

subsidiary is a Danish firm and the parent firm is a Swedish, the subsidiary state that the 

language barrier could lead to communication issues in the future. This is in line with Welch 

et al., (2001), Harzing and Feely, (2008), Zaheer, (1995) Ahammad and Glaister, (2011) and 

Angwin and Savill, (1997) that language could be one issue if a firm acquires another firm on 

a foreign market.  

 

The empirical data show that there could be a potential risk that the two organization´s 

company culture does not match. The CEO state that their organization is a solid and rather 

small organization with the different departments working together and that their values, 

beliefs and communication are the same. When adapting to a new firm´s company culture 

there is always a chance that the adaption becomes difficult to overcome, and it takes time 

before there is a perfect match (Welch et al., 2001; Harzing and Feely, 2008; Zaheer, 1995; 

Ahammad and Glaister, 2011; Angwin and Savill, 1997; Balmer, 1998; Gray and Balmer, 

1998; Datta, 1991). Because of that B1 believe that their small, solid and homogeneous 

organization work well together; taking on someone else’s values, beliefs, way of 

communicating could be a hard transition. To further highlight the potential risk, firm B2 is a 

foreign firm and that could mean that the company culture is further away from B1´s. 

According to Gregersen and Black, (1992) and Hechanova et al., (2003) if the parent firm is 

foreign the greater the chance is that the transition after the acquisitions will become more 

difficult. Although according to Morosini et al., (1988) having a foreign parent firm could be 

seen as an advantage, if the firm is well known and the brand is an advantage in increasing 

market shares. Although firm B2 is already according to themselves and B1 a well-known 
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firm on the Nordic market in IT-service products and services; and therefore this could lead to 

that B1 wants to increase their brand and reputation rather than B2.  

 

One interesting part of the empirical data is how the two firms will collaborate with each 

other and utilize each other’s competences in the best way possible. According to empirical 

data product development is something that they both will develop with each other in order to 

increase their market shares and their competences within not just B2 or B1 but in the 

organization as a whole. This meaning that the advantage from having a subsidiary on a 

foreign market could be classified as not-local bound advantage. According to Rugman and 

Verbeke, (2001) and Weick and Roberts, (1993) this means that the advantages that a parent 

firm could receive from their subsidiary could be used not only on that local market, but could 

be important in the whole organization and be used in both existing but also new market 

areas.  

 

The data show that the employees have rise from 124 to 217 with the acquisition, this means 

that the new 93 employees have a larger choice if they wish to move around in the whole 

organization. This could be a potential problem for the firm and their solid and homogeneous 

organization before the acquisition might become more heterogeneous with time as the 

employees have a more versatile choice ahead of them. 

 

5.3 Analysis of case C 

The reason for the acquisition was hard to define according to the employees of the acquired 

firm; they had different answers to the question. According to the business manager the firm 

was acquired due to their expertise of the Swedish market and their position. This is in line 

with (Lee and Lieberman, 2010) that means that the acquisition process can fill gaps in a firm.  

(That was higher than their competitors in Stockholm). The CEO however had a different 

answer; he stated that they were acquired due to that the foreign firm wanted a in on the 

Swedish market and they felt like firm C1 was a young unpolished firm with potential. These 

answers differ from each other and it might be hard to point at just one thing that is an 

advantage for just their organization. Just as Lee and Lieberman, (2010); Karim and 

Mitchell’s, (2000), March, (1991) states the acquisition process is to extend their business. 

The data shows that there could be several reasons for acquiring a firm and that it is hard to 

define just one particular reason. According to the theoretical framework there is more than 
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just one reason, and this data show that the reasons are relevant and no different from 

previous studies on acquisition.  

 

According to the empirical data the firm is independent in a certain way; they are free to set 

their own business to some degree and economical goals. Although according to Johnson et 

al., (2001), Luo et al., (2012) and Birkinshaw et al., (1998) a firm can have either a high-

control mode or a low-control mode; and in this organization their relationship to the parent 

firm is both low-control in the sense of independency and high-control in the sense of 

economic backup that the parent firm offers. This could be a indication that it is hard to define 

a control mode on a IT-service firm since it can be a little of both; rather than a certain mode 

and relationship between the subsidiary and the parent firm. The empirical data shows that 

there could be both negative and positive aspects of being owned by a parent firm and 

especially a foreign one. This is in line with the theory of Baker et al., (1999), Luo et al., 

(2012) and Birkinshaw et al., (1998) that the parent firm is an advantage in often economical 

aspects, and when it comes to the freedom of choosing your own projects and run the business 

as the local firm seems fit; there could be problems and communication issues if the parent 

firm does not agree. That is one possible disadvantage for the firm according to the empirical 

data; that the parent firm has the final word on bigger decisions. This in the end might lead to 

that the relationship becomes weakened, and a possibility will be that the parent firm wishes 

to have a higher control mode on their subsidiary in the future.  

 

The empirical data from the firm also shows that having a foreign parent firm could be 

problematic in the sense of language, organizational hierarchy and cultural differences.  This 

is backed up by Welch et al., (2001), Harzing and Feely, (2008), Zaheer, (1995) Ahammad 

and Glaister, (2011) and Angwin and Savill, (1997) who discusses that language is one of the 

major potential problems that could harm the relationship between the two, and is one of the 

components of company culture. Another cultural dimension that the firm needs to adapt to is 

values, beliefs and behavior. And according to the business manager and the firm, their 

foreign parent firm has different values, mission statements, beliefs and behavior because they 

have another point on view on business in their home market. It is hard to transfer this to the 

Swedish firm since they have their point of view on what needs to be done on their local 

market. And this is a balance between what the parent firm´s plans and wishes are, and what 

the Swedish firm is. This could lead to a gap between what the subsidiary wants and feels 

they should be focusing on, and what the foreign parent firm wants. The transition on both 
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adapting to another company´s culture (for the acquired firm) and the parent firm´s ability to 

transfer their culture towards their subsidiary is crucial if their relationship and their future 

will be successful.  

 

According to the Rugman and Verbeke, (2001) and Weick and Roberts, (1993) there are three 

forms of advantages that a subsidiary has that that can be useful either for the parent firm or 

the subsidiary itself. These three are Non-location bound advantages, location-bound 

advantages and subsidiary specific advantages.  The empirical data shows that the IT-service 

firm has knowledge of the local market in Sweden that was the reason for the parent firm to 

have access to, and the reason for buying the firm in the first place. This could mean that the 

knowledge from the IT-firm and their way of working could be drafted to the parent firm and 

be used in the whole organization. This could also mean that the firm just believes that the 

subsidiary is talented in Sweden and that they are drafting their knowledge and assets to be 

used by the subsidiary on their local market. Although according to the empirical data the 

firm has customers and clients not just in Sweden but in other countries as well, and this could 

mean that their multinational clients could be of use by the parent firm if the client are 

operating in other countries and on other markets as well. And that asset, resource and 

knowledge from such an operation that the subsidiary has brought in could be of value not 

only on the local market, but to the whole organization and in that case will make the 

advantage a non-location bound advantage.  

 

The business manager at the acquired firm discussed how the labor turnover affected the firm 

after the acquisition was made and towards today. According to him only 1-5 persons where 

still at the firm today and after the acquisition process there was a high turnover of employees. 

This is in line with Walsh, (1988), Krug and Hegarty, (1997) and Bergh, (2001) that after the 

acquisition the turnover is one possible problem for the firm since it will be high just after the 

acquisition. However the theoretical framework does not discuss what the reason is for this; 

but in this case many of the employees left because they did not adapt to the new owner´s 

vision, beliefs, and strategy and/or company culture. There could be a gap there as well; if the 

acquire and the acquired firm is not on the same page before the acquisition and know how 

their business will develop together; then the turnover might become higher than it needs to 

be. The data indicate that this turnover is a problem for the firm and could lead to the 

organization not being homogeneous and their knowledge and strategic capabilities could 
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suffer in the long-term as they need to train the employees both from the subsidiary’s point of 

view, but also the parent firm´s company culture.  

 

5.4 Comparison analysis 

5.4.1 Analysis model 

 

Figure 2 – “Analysis model”  

 

As the theory of acquisition states there are different reasons to perform the acquisition 

process just as the empirical investigation have identified. Lee and Lieberman, (2010) discuss 

that acquisition is a tool to fill gaps in the firm. A1 had lack of skills and knowledge and 

solved the problem with an acquisition of firm A2. B1 and C1 differ from that and acquired 

B2 and C2 to expand their business in new market as Lee and Lieberman, (2010); Karim and 

Mitchell’s, (2000); March, (1991) suggest acquisition is for. They also state that acquiring a 

firm do reinforce the business and that can be seen in Firm A1 acquisition where both parts 

needed each other knowledge to stay competitive on the market. 
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In the end the purpose is to extent the business with knowledge or growth (Lee and 

Lieberman, 2010; March, 1991). This is something that can be seen in all three cases were 

knowledge and geographic areas are in mind for the acquisition. However it is shown in A1 

that knowledge is the main reason for the acquisition, because the customer demands more 

than the companies could offer alone. Shelton, (1988) describes that a well succeed 

acquisition creates great value for the companies as can be seen in A1 and A2 case where they 

complement each other. However a difference between the cases are that case A is a mutual 

acquiring to be able to create better service to the customer, and this is backed by Shelton, 

(1988) theory of value creation. B and C are acquisition of pure business expansion as Lee 

and Lieberman, (2010); March, (1991) describes. 

 

Case A supports Shelton, (1988) with the theory where firms need to complement each other 

to create value of the acquisition. This is just the purpose with A1 acquiring A2, the 

relationship between the firms are close. As differ from B and C where the acquired firms B2 

and C2 work independently. However all the cases support Hayward, (2002) theory that there 

must be a fit between the companies.  

 

The relationship between the Firms differ from A to B and C, in case A; A2 is full integrated 

in A1 and for B2 and C2 they are working fairly independently, this is in line with Johnson et 

al, (2001) theory of high and low control. Though, the control modes are tweaked a bit and 

cannot be called just a high-control mode or low-control mode. Baker et al., (1999) present a 

theory that parent company has the last word; this can be seen in all cases where the firm’s 

goals and finances are set up by the parent company. For A1 and A2 the relationship is close 

and they are integrated this is supported by Johnson et al, (2001) , that the firms need to be on 

the same page, however in B2 and C2 case there are difficult to point out because of their 

independence.  

 

All the firms have a connection on local bound advantages that can be seen in Rugman and 

Verbeke, (2001) theory where the parent company gain advantages for having a subsidiary in 

a environment where they lack knowledge. For the acquired firm the advantages are similar to 

each other; all firms gain resources, economic stability, knowledge and connections 

opportunities. But there are some differences regarding the disadvantages where A2 have 

identified a disadvantage of being a larger firm when it takes longer time for decisions and 

communication to happen. In the case of B2 and C2 some small disadvantages of having the 
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parent firm setting up economic goals and make them less independent from when they were 

working alone. 

 

Weber et al., (1996), Ahammad and Glaister, (2011) and Hechanova et al., (2003) theory 

states that there can be a problem between firms that have different culture. In A2 case they 

left there old culture and accepted the culture from A1 and this differ from B2 and C2 where 

they kept their culture and are working independently, although minor cultural differences 

could be found such as language and communication.   
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6.0 Conclusion 

According to the study acquisition processes where both firms are on the same page and are 

willing to accept certain change are most likely to be free of friction and in the end most 

successful. The company culture will have the least risk of being a mismatch if both firm´s 

employees are aware of that their own development will be increased with an acquisition that 

both firm´s will earn on. Also the study show that when a firm does not offer their customer´s 

the whole solution and are willing to be bought up by another firm to develop their own skills; 

the whole firm is more likely to accept changes in strategy, company culture, values, beliefs 

and communication.  

If the parent firm is foreign they have a smaller intention of letting their subsidiary on their 

market being independent and have the freedom to make all of their decisions by themselves. 

One of the firms in the study had to adapt to some degree to their foreign parent firm and its 

strategic and economical visions, and when two company cultures do not work to the same 

direction; communication and strategic problems could occur.  

Also interdependence is smaller when the parent firm is foreign and this will result in a 

higher-control mode towards the subsidiary. For the firm whose parent firm is from France; 

their strategic and economic goals were controlled. For the firm whose parent firm was from 

Sweden their economic goals were controlled. In the contrary, the firm whose firm was 

domestic they had been fully integrated in the firm´s organization and that lead to non-

significant issues in the potential mismatch of company culture, communication and strategy.  

For the firm´s who had a foreign parent firm, language and communication were the two 

issues that they felt had been problematic in the relationship. The study also points out that 

these issues could lead to a risk that the relationship crackles a bit and could lead to an 

unstable and heterogeneous organization.  

Lastly the study demonstrates that labor turnover is higher when the parent firm is foreign 

rather than domestic. For the two firms who had foreign parent firms the turnover in 

employees was higher right after the acquisition process was done. The turnover was either 

within the organization, meaning that the employees could move around more in the 

organization and the parent firm. The other scenario was that the employees did not fit in the 

new organization and left the firm. For the third firm who were acquired by a domestic firm, 

their employees was incorporated in the new company culture and was fully integrated in the 

new firms culture, strategy, value and communication; and therefore they did not leave the 

firm after the acquisition.  
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6.1 Managerial implications 

For IT-service firms who wish to achieve a peaceful acquisition process without potential 

cultural problems; an acquisition process where both firms are on the same page strategically, 

economically, culturally and are ready for the acquisition is crucial. They have to be aware the 

potential risk with having either a foreign firm as a parent company or to have a foreign firm 

as a subsidiary.  

 

Before the actual acquisition both the acquire and the acquiring firm need to be aware of that 

an acquisition could give an advantage for either the organization as a whole, or just on the 

local market. That is an important point for both firm to recognize what their potential 

advantage will give to the acquisition process in the long run.  

 

6.2 Theoretical implications 

The study demonstrates and further explains that the theoretical framework on the acquisition 

process is adaptable to the IT-service industry and the firms within it. The study explain that 

the acquisition process is different if the firm is acquired by a foreign firm or not, and also 

that the concept of company culture could be problematic if there is a mismatch of the culture 

between the acquire and the acquired firm.  

 

This study further investigates, develops and explores the acquisition process theory and 

explains how company culture does affect both the acquired firm and the firm obtaining a 

firm. Also the previous research has mostly focused on the acquiring firm rather than the 

acquired firm; this is something that this study focuses on.  

 

6.3 Future research 

Future research should continue to study the existing theoretical framework on a larger 

sample acquisition processes on IT-service firms in the industry. The authors suggest that a 

quantitative study could increase and extend the knowledge that have been lacking in the 

field. A study that focus on the IT-service industry and the acquisition processes on company 

culture is of need and will be crucial to extend the knowledge of both company culture but 

especially in the relation to the IT-service industry.  

As this study have been on SME:s future research could try to include and test the acquisition 

process theory on larger firms and organizations. It would be interesting to see if the result 

would be the same or of there is distinct differences between larger firms and SME:s.  
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire 

Acquisition/Parent company relationship 

- Describe the acquisition process from your point of view 

- Why do you think your company was acquired by another firm? 

- How would you describe your relationship with your parent company?  

- Are you free to operate as you seem fit (Setting up your own goals, having your own budget?) 

- What are the advantages of having a parent company? 

- What are the disadvantages of having a parent company? 

Company culture 

- How would you define your company´s culture?  

- Is it different from when you hadn’t been acquired? 

- When you became acquired, how did your individual company change? (labor turnover, 

communication, knowledge transfer) 

- Do you adapt to the parent company or do they adapt to your way of operating? How would 

you define your interdependence? 

- (If the parent firm is foreign) You have a foreign parent company, how did that affect the 

acquisition process? Are there similarities and differences in how you operate your business? 

- Have your identity changed before and after the acquisition? Have the employees identified 

with the parent firm or held on to the identity that was formed before the acquisition? 
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